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Here at the Spatula, there are two things that are held in high esteem:
movies and “borrowed” ideas. In the spirit of honoring (ruining)  both, I
thought it would be good to take a few minutes and blog about Hot Tub
Time Machine. Apparently, HTTM made 13 million dollars this past
weekend and wound up holding down the #3 spot at the box office. Maybe
you’ve heard of this film, about John Cusack and friends getting hammered

and waking up in a hot tub that has transported them back to 1986. Will I go see HTTM, the poor
man’s Hangover? Probably not. I’d like to catch up on Gone With The Wind and the other movies I
missed from the banner cinematic year, 1939. I’m not actually making fun of the hot tub movie,
because there are certainly lamer ideas being bandied about by studio executives. A musical
version of Last of The Mohicans can’t be far from production. A film about four friends arguing over
climate change won’t be any lamer than HTTM, even if it’s titled “An Inconvenient Booth.” Keeping
in mind the love of movies and cashing in ideas, I set about creating my own slate of feature films
using appliances, plumbing fixtures along with tried and true movie standards. Here goes:

→Sex In The Refrigerator: A group of sharp, urbane women lead lives of savvy, style and sexy wit
in a thriving metropolis only to find out that their whole universe is the result of mold in the General
Electric of a larger sentient being. Will they save their ecosystem before it’s  defrosted and
destroyed? No, in the end they just have random sex and blog about it.  While they shop for shoes,
the fridge is unplugged…oh the humanity!

→Laundry Mat Ninja Assasin: Trained for one thing his whole life, our Ninja hero sets out to kill
those who would throw other people’s garments on the floor at the local suds-orama.  Beware those
who don’t separate their whites and colors, for out of the darkness he comes, Woolite in hand.
Nothing more cinematic than death by detergent.

→Microwave Oven Christmas: Vince Vaughn plays against type in this heartbreaking tale in
which nobody’s mother gets motor boated. Midway through the film, Jennifer Aniston shows up and
our hero learns his calling as the greatest microwave cook ever. Only to die of radiation poisoning.

→The Soup Cans of Saint Mary’s: An inspiring tale based on the life of the first person to tie
cans to the back of a car on a friend’s wedding day. His empire is nearly destroyed when the first
person to tie old shoes to a bumper comes along. Thanks to love, therapy and Jennifer Aniston
showing up midway through the movie, our hero goes on to invent the clinking “kiss each other”
glasses wedding reception tradition. The final shot in the movie has him keeling over of a stroke  as
the chicken dance plays on in the background. My heart will go on, but thank heavens this post is
done.
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